The ability of vertebrates to generate rhythm within their spinal neural networks is essential for walking, running, and other rhythmic behaviors. The central pattern generator (CPG) network responsible for these behaviors is well-characterized with experimental and theoretical studies, and it can be formulated as a nonlinear dynamical system. The underlying mechanism responsible for locomotor behavior can be expressed as the process of leaky integration with resetting states generating appropriate phases for changing body velocity. The low-dimensional input to the CPG model generates the bilateral pattern of swing and stance modulation for each limb and is consistent with the desired limb speed as the input command. To test the minimal configuration of required parameters for this model, we reduced the system of equations representing CPG for a single limb and provided the analytical solution with two complementary methods. The analytical and empirical cycle durations were similar (R 2 =0.99) for the full range of walking speeds. The structure of solution is consistent with the use of limb speed as the input domain for the CPG network. Moreover, the reciprocal interaction between two leaky integration processes representing a CPG for two limbs was sufficient to capture fundamental experimental dynamics associated with the control of heading direction. This analysis provides further support for the embedded velocity or limb speed representation within spinal neural pathways involved in rhythm generation. PeerJ Preprints | https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.26734v2 | CC BY 4.0 Open Access | rec14 15 preprint PeerJ doi: https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.26734v1 16 17 18 PeerJ Preprints | https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.26734v2 | CC BY 4.0 Open Access | recAbstract 20 The ability of vertebrates to generate rhythm within their spinal neural networks is essential for 21 walking, running, and other rhythmic behaviors. The central pattern generator (CPG) network
129 extrinsic influences on the background excitability of spinal cord. The bilateral CPG model 130 consists of a system of differential equations for four intrinsic states ( ) that = ( 1 , 2 , 3 146 Even this simple model had many parameters that were largely undefined. Using an error-driven 147 search algorithm in our previous study (Yakovenko, 2011) we found a set of optimal parameters 148 ( Table 1 in Appendix). These parameters were resolved by the minimization of the objective 149 function with terms related to the errors in simulating swing and stance phases and the rate of their 150 modulation for different overground speeds ).
Results
152 The relationship between step cycle duration and the input "drive" to the analytical model was 153 investigated in two complimentary solutions that rely on different assumptions: i) the assumption 154 of constant integration rate in a single limb model of CPG, and ii) the expansion of function with 155 the common Taylor series method. 156 157 Figure 2 . The temporal schematic of two reciprocal states with integration and resetting. The integration process 158 in flexor half-center (blue) described by Eq.3 and 7 is reset to 0 (minimal value) after reaching 1 (maximal value) and 159 the reciprocal extensor state (red) is initiated with the same state-switching constraints. 160 161 A. Solution using constant rate assumption 162 First, let us express explicitly all the term in Eq.1 to describe only flexor and extensor states 163 controlling a single limb. Here, x 1 and x 2 are the reciprocal state variables as shown in Fig. 1 
Hence, Eq.7 can be integrated and evaluated between 0 and t using 194 
The exponential function can be further expanded with Taylor series and some components can be 198 dropped since r is a number close to zero, so that in the expansion: The schematic of bilateral CPG.
Each locomotor phase Ti is generated by the transformation of low-feature inputs (desired velocity) with the intrinsic interactions between the half-centers (weights r ij , see Eq.2). The outputs in the form of phase durations define the pattern of flexor and extensor motoneurons responsible for the activity of muscles during swing and stance for each limb. The temporal schematic of two reciprocal states with integration and resetting.
The integration process in flexor half-center (blue) described by Eq.3 and 7 is reset to 0 and the reciprocal extensor state (red) is initiated. 
Optimal CPG parameters
The parameter values were selected from Yakovenko (2011).
